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Abstract: While teaching about climate change in K-12 schools often focuses on the catastrophic
crises it is causing on a global scale, for students from poor and historically marginalized communities
a pedagogy of environmental justice centers their own local neighborhoods, schools, and homes as sites
for investigation and action. The Educational Video Center (EVC) in New York City has practiced this
critical pedagogy for over 30 years developing students’ media literacy and civic engagement as they
learn to question and bear witness to the toxic environmental conditions in their communities. Links to
EVC student produced documentaries spanning three decades chronicle the impact of garbage landfills
in the ground, sanitation truck fumes in the air, lead dust and black mold in the walls of their public
housing apartments. Through these inquiries, students learn how such environmental pollution is linked
to disproportionately high rates of lead poisoning and chronic asthma among low income communities
of color. As a form of participatory action research, they not only learn to use the power of media to
educate the public about the inequitable policies that produce these environmental and public health
crises. They also use their videos to make a call to action for greater accountability and sustainable
environmental justice.
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Teaching for Environmental Justice at the Educational Video Center

Thirty years ago, high school students in an after-school workshop made a short documentary sounding
the alarm about the growing environmental crisis of garbage pollution in New York City. They
wondered where the garbage we throw out all goes, and ended up bringing their cameras atop the manmade mountain called Fresh Kills, the largest landfill in the world — where at its peak barges brought
as much as 29,000 tons of the city’s garbage every day (New York City Department of Parks and
Recreation, 2019). Before New York City began mandatory recycling, the students used their film
Trash Thy Neighbor (Educational Video Center, 1990) to make audiences aware of community buy
back recycling centers, and with music and humor they showed how to recycle and reuse what
they buy.

Click here to view a clip from Trash Thy Neighbor

When the landfill was finally closed a decade later, the city’s solution to the unsustainable flood of
residential garbage was to ship most of it into low-income communities of color for processing by
privately operated transfer stations. Another student crew then brought their cameras to document the
high rates of asthma among residents in the South Bronx, who were suffering from excessive diesel
exhaust fumes from transfer sanitation trucks and nearby industrial and highway traffic. The South
Bronx community endured a relentless 2 to 3 truck trips per minute hauling garbage in and out of the
residential streets to 9 transfer stations in the area and was also reported to have the highest ageadjusted asthma death rates “by far” among all counties in the state (Crean, 2015). In their
documentary, Shame on You! That Can Be Reused! (Educational Video Center, 2007) Bronx youth and
adult activists speak out against the systemic dumping on poor communities of color and connect their
struggle for sustainable environmental justice with the struggle for political power, racial equity, and
the health and wellbeing of the community.
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Click here to view a clip from Shame on You! That Can Be Reused!

The students making these documentaries were all participants in after-school youth media programs
run by the nonprofit Educational Video Center (EVC). Since 1984, thousands of New York City high
school and middle school students at EVC have gone through the transformative experience of
collaboratively researching, shooting, and editing documentaries about urgent social issues in their
schools and communities. Through the intensive experience of creating these projects, they develop a
range of civic, critical media literacy, and documentary production skills. Most importantly, they learn
to critically understand the systemic obstacles they face and make their voices heard advocating for
change.
What makes this a transformative pedagogy is that it connects students’ learning to their lives and to
the possibility of changing the world around them. Inspired by Paulo Freire’s (1970) radical pedagogy,
the documentary project places students’ experiences, questions, and community problems at the center
of their learning. They learn to “read the world” around them, and see that while climate change is
causing catastrophic crises on a global scale, environmental problems don’t only impact far off parts of
the world like the Amazon rainforest. They are also happening locally, here at home in our urban, rural
and suburban communities. They learn to take notice, question, and defamiliarize the familiar often
overlooked conditions in both their indoor and outdoor environment — whether it’s the overflowing
garbage in the streets, toxic mold in apartments, or the diesel truck fumes in the air.
This stance of being student centered and culturally responsive, of teaching to and through students’
strengths and interests as Geneva Gay (2010) describes it, is put into practice when students choose the
subject of their documentary inquiry. This begins at EVC when the teacher guides students through the
process of brainstorming, discussing, pitching stories, narrowing down and reaching consensus on the
critical problem they experience in their everyday lives that they want to raise awareness about and
change. This gives them a greater sense of ownership over their learning and practice in democratic
decision making.
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As students collaboratively pursue their questions, they engage in an inquiry process that democratizes
research and knowledge creation. They learn to value and tap into community knowledge and expertise
and so may interview each other, their family members, and community advocates, as well as more
traditional “experts” such as college professors and political leaders. Informed by the methodology of
participatory action research (Cammarota & Fine, 2008; Horton, 1990), their documentary embodies
the idea that problems are best solved through research that is done with, by and for the people from the
community who experience them. Collecting fact-based evidence of injustice is linked to actions that
can remedy it. Students can become environmental and public health advocates learning to test and
monitor air and water quality and document their findings. (See the accompanying article about a
partnership bringing together youth from New York City and Tennessee who document and test water
contaminated by strip mining in their Appalachian community.) They develop a greater sense of their
own agency and civic empowerment when they not only use the power of media to shine a spotlight on
the root causes of environmental problems but also partner with local environmental justice groups to
speak out and take action on the changes that are needed to create a more healthy and sustainable
environment.
An EVC class collaboration with a Harlem environmental justice organization exemplifies how a
student-community partnership can amplify the impact of student media projects (Goodman, 2018).
Their documentary on the epidemic of lead poisoning and toxic mold in New York City’s 400,000
resident public housing system focuses on the struggles of one of the EVC filmmakers who suffers
from asthma and chronicles in her video journal what she calls the “silent killers” in her family’s living
environment.

Click here to view a clip from Breathing Easy

When the organization sends an environmental health advocate to investigate, the students document
the extensive black mold she finds in the family’s bathroom. The organization also teaches them how
to test for lead paint in their own apartments and invites the EVC class and family to present their
documentary Breathing Easy (Educational Video Center, 2013) at its national housing conference
which prompts civic leaders to visit the apartment and order mold abatement.
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Click here to view a clip from Breathing Easy

These projects all provide entry points for students to explore questions of how power works to
maintain or disrupt environmental injustice and inequity in their community. While it is very important
for them to learn about the role of elected officials who set environmental policy, they must also
develop critical media literacy skills (Kellner & Share, 2005; 2019) to analyze the power of media and
how it works to set political agendas and shape public opinion to either support or undermine those
policies. Depending on the focus of their project, students may analyze how oil, gas, and coal
companies misrepresent themselves as champions for a clean environment. They can learn to critically
analyze how a range of media represents and normalizes particular ideologies and power relations in
their community, noticing whose voices are heard, whose are silenced, negatively stereotyped, or are
dismissed as too extreme or as the undeserving poor. And who are simply rendered invisible. They
then find their own power when they put this critical media literacy into practice as producers of their
own media. Bringing a political and ethical sensibility to their work, they can hold those in power
accountable with critiques of negative stereotypes and misrepresentations in the media that bend the
truth and distort reality.
Armed with cameras and moral courage, students at EVC and in schools and communities across the
country can make their voices heard publicly presenting stories of community research and action.
They can present testimonials from those who have too often been silenced and marginalized – whether
they suffer from lead poisoning or lung disease, from the devastation of our urban, suburban, or rural
environments, indoors or outside. Now more than ever, we need to hear their counter narratives of hope
and sustainable environmental justice.
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